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Abstract
This paper reports three-dimensional (3-D) microfabricated toroidal inductors intended for
power electronics applications. A key fabrication advance is the exploitation of thick metal
encapsulation of polymer pillars to form a vertical via interconnections. The radial conductors
of the toroidal inductor are formed by conventional plating-through-mold techniques, while
the vertical windings (up to 650 µm in height) are formed by polymer cores with metal plated
on their external surfaces. This encapsulated polymer approach not only significantly reduces
the required plating time but also exploits the relative ease of fabricating high-aspect-ratio
SU-8 pillars. To form the top radial conductors, non-photopatternable SU-8 is introduced as a
thick sacrificial layer. Two toroidal inductor geometries were fabricated and tested. The first
inductor had an inner diameter of 2 mm, an outer diameter of 6 mm, 25 turns and a vertical via
height of 650 µm. The second inductor had an inner diameter of 4 mm, an outer diameter of
8 mm, 50 turns and a vertical via height of 650 µm. Both inductor geometries were
successfully fabricated and characterized in the frequency range of 0.1−100 MHz.
Characterization results of the 25- and 50-turn inductors showed an average inductance of 76
and 200 nH, a low frequency (0.1 MHz) resistance of 0.2 and 1 ! and a quality factor of
35 and 24 at 100 MHz, respectively. Finite-element simulations of the inductors were
performed and agreed with the measured results to within 8%. The turn-to-turn breakdown
voltage was measured to be in excess of 800 V and currents as high as 0.5 A could be
successfully carried by the inductor windings.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

(and consequently the inductor size), increases in converter
losses often preclude high frequency operation. As a result,
most commercial switching frequencies are in the range of
0.5−10 MHz with research being conducted to push these
frequencies up to 100 MHz and beyond. In the nearer term,
miniaturized inductors with sufficient inductance and power
handling capability in the range of 0.5−10 MHz are of great
interest [1–4]. However, the challenge is to achieve higher
degrees of miniaturization in this frequency range without
sacrificing inductor performance.
Microfabrication of inductors offers the potential
for continued decrease in inductor size. Microfabrication

Incorporation of miniaturized integrated power conversion
subsystems, such as switching converters, into electronic
systems has the potential to impact overall system size,
improve energy utilization and increase system functionality,
especially in systems requiring multiple levels of voltage or
current for operation. However, many of these power converter
subsystems resist miniaturization, as the power inductor is
often the largest single component within the subsystem.
Although increases in switching converter operating frequency
can reduce the required value of subsystem inductance
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a 50-turn toroidal inductor and metalized polymer via as a vertical winding.

benefits include decreasing the physical size of windings,
incorporating core materials with small-scale features such
as sputtered nanomagnetic materials or materials with
laminations and improving opportunity for co-integration
with other microfabricated devices on a chip or package.
Microfabrication-based compact inductors and transformers
for switching converters are therefore being increasingly
studied. Typical inductor geometries include racetrack [4, 5]
and circular/rectangular spiral types [6–10]. Many reported
microfabricated inductors possess planar geometries so as
to exploit the use of well-developed planar microfabrication
processes. One disadvantage of planar geometries is that
relatively large external magnetic fields may be generated,
especially at high power levels and for air-core devices
[11–13]. These fields may cause electromagnetic interference
(EMI) with other system elements and/or may induce eddy
currents in nearby conductors or semiconductors.
Toroidal inductor geometries, in which the generated
magnetic flux is confined within the windings, offer the
potential for reduced EMI and lower loss due to stray
fields. A challenge of this geometry for power applications
is that the flux cross-sectional area and therefore the
thickness of these inductors should be substantial. Previous
miniaturized toroidal air-core inductors, including copperwinding toroids fabricated using printed circuit boards (PCB),
silicon and Pyrex substrates have been demonstrated [14–18].
Often, however, these geometries possess fabrication or
resolution limitations on the ultimate size and value of
achievable inductance. For example, inductors fabricated using
the through-mold-electroplating method [16, 19] require an
extremely long electroplating time to achieve large magnetic
cross-sectional areas. PCB-based toroidal inductors are limited
in minimum feature size [15]. Inductors using thick resists as
a winding support layer between top and bottom windings
typically require long processing times; further, such resists
can be challenging to remove if desired after they have been
crosslinked.
In this paper, we propose a fabrication method for
micromachined 3-D toroidal inductors, in which metalencapsulated polymer vias are utilized as the vertical windings.

This approach, building on previous work for RF inductors
[20] but now extended to power inductors, results in greatly
reduced fabrication time. By combining an SU-8 dry film
process to create high aspect ratio solid polymer vias with
metallization of the external surfaces of these polymer vias
to create an interlayer conducting path (figure 1), both the
long resist processing time and the long electroplating time
for thick toroidal structures can be avoided. This method also
exploits the use of non-solvent-containing, reflowed SU-8 as
a fabrication material and sacrificial layer to quickly enable
the formation of top radial windings. This approach also
results in greatly reduced process time since the reflowed,
noncrosslinked SU-8 does not require the solvent evaporation
time of conventional photoresist (softbaking) and is easily
removable.

2. Fabrication of 3-D toroidal inductors
A typical micromachined 3-D toroidal/solenoid inductor is
composed of bottom, vertical and top windings [15–20]. The
proposed design utilizes solid metal bottom and top windings,
and metal-encapsulated polymer vertical windings for ease
of fabrication and reduction in processing time. To illustrate
the process, 25- and 50-turn toroidal inductor designs with
vertical winding height of 650 µm are introduced in table 1.
The 25-turn inductor has a 6 mm outer diameter and a 2 mm
inner diameter; this inner diameter was chosen such that it
is feasible to resolve the inner winding geometries using
proximity lithography. The 50-turn inductor has an 8 mm
outer diameter and a 4 mm inner diameter. A 100 µm gap
between windings for both inductors has been chosen due to
the constraints of proximity lithography on highly nonplanar
surfaces. Winding thicknesses for bottom and top windings
are chosen to be 30 µm.
The fabrication sequence for the toroidal inductors
comprises three major steps and is described in figure 2. The
first step is the fabrication of an SU-8 pillar array for supporting
the vertical windings. A polar array of holes is patterned on
chromium (Cr)-coated glass to form patterns for inner and
outer winding pillars. Since additional area is available for
2
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Figure 2. Fabrication process for a 3-D toroidal air core inductor.

Table 1. Specifications of 25- and 50-turn inductor models.
Number of turns

50 turns, 25 turns

Top winding

Vertical winding

Bottom winding

Inner diameter of the inductor
Outer diameter of the inductor
Winding gap
Height

4 mm, 2 mm
8 mm, 6 mm
100 µm, 100 µm
650 µm, 650 µm
3
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the outer vertical windings compared to the inner vertical
windings, larger ellipsoidal pillars are utilized for the outer
vertical windings to minimize overall resistance. SU-8 resist
must then be applied in order to form the vertical winding pillar
arrays. Because substantial thicknesses of resist are required,
as well as the requirement that the pillar arrays be very uniform
in height, a dry film SU-8 process is employed. An SU-8
dry film (SUEX 650, DJ DevCorp.), 650 µm in thickness, is
placed on the patterned Cr-coated glass and bonded for 3 min
at 60 ◦ C on a hotplate [21]. The film is exposed through the
glass and patterned chromium layer using a backside exposure
scheme (near UV without UV filter) with a UV light intensity
of 10 mW cm−2 and exposure dose of 18 J (30 min exposure
time) [22]. Exposure is followed by a post-exposure bake. The
temperature is ramped at a rate of 6.7 ◦ C min−1 to the bake
temperature of 95 ◦ C, held for 1 h and ramped down at the same
rate. After baking, the sample is developed using PGMEA
(propylene glycol methyl ether acetate) for 40 min and the Cr
layer is removed by immersing the sample in Cr etchant (CR7S, CYANTECK, Co.) for 1 min. After rinsing with deionized
(DI) water, the SU-8 vertical winding pillar arrays are obtained
(figure 2(a)). Fabricated SU-8 pillars comprising inner and
outer vertical windings show an average positive inclined angle
of 89.1◦ relative to the substrate, resulting in a pillar diameter
difference between the base and the top of approximately 9%.
The second step is the fabrication of bottom and vertical
metal windings. A seed layer of 30 nm thick titanium
(Ti) and 600 nm thick copper (Cu) is deposited by dc
sputtering (figure 2(b)). The metalized structure is spraycoated using negative photoresist NR9-1500PY (Futurrex,
Inc.) to a thickness of approximately 20 µm and baked at
115 ◦ C for 3 min. The photoresist-coated structure is patterned
using proximity UV lithography (700 µm gap between mask
and substrate and minimum pattern size as 100 µm) to form a
mold for the bottom windings and also to expose the vertical
windings (figure 2(c)). The photoresist is exposed with UV
at an intensity of 10 mW cm−2 for 30 s, followed by a postexposure bake at 95 ◦ C for 3 min. The sample is developed
(RD-6 developer, Futurrex, Inc.) for 90 s and rinsed with DI
water. After an oxygen plasma descum, a Cu electrodeposition
of approximately 30 µm is performed using a commercially
available electrolyte (Copper Mirror Plating Solution, Shor
International, Co.) with a current density of 20 mA cm−2 to
form the bottom and vertical inductor windings simultaneously
(figure 2(d)). The photoresist mold layers are removed by
acetone and the underlying seed Ti and Cu layers are etched
using a 1:10 solution of hydrofluoric (HF) acid in DI water
and a 1:5 solution of hydrochloric (HCl) solution in DI water,
respectively, completing the bottom and vertical windings.
The third step is the patterning of the top conductor.
Non-photopatternable EPON SU-8 epoxy pellets (MillerStephenson, Inc.) in a quantity sufficient to form a waferscale film of thickness equal to the height of the electroplated
vertical conductors are placed on the wafer and melted at
130 ◦ C on a hotplate (figure 2(e)). Although uncrosslinked
conventional SU-8 has been investigated previously as a
sacrificial material [23], the use of EPON SU-8 as a sacrificial
layer is attractive since not only can it be planarized at

relatively low temperature, but also the lack of solvent
precludes the need for extensive baking times. Further, the lack
of crosslinking enables easy removal if desired. The interior
volumes of the inductors as well as the field areas between
inductors are thereby filled to form an almost planar surface. A
Cu seed layer of 350 nm thickness is deposited using an e-beam
evaporator and is coated with positive photoresist (SC1805,
Shipley Company, LLC.) to a thickness of 15 µm by spray
coating. An electroplating mold for the top winding pattern
is formed using UV exposure (30 s, 0.9 J) and development
(MF-319 developer, Shipley Company, LLC.) (figure 2( f ))
and Cu is electrodeposited through this photoresist mold to a
thickness of 30 µm (i.e. slightly overplated; figure 2(g)). The
photoresist mold and the Cu seed layer are removed, followed
by optional removal of the non-photopatternable SU-8 epoxy
using acetone (figure 2(h)), completing the fabrication of the
toroidal inductor.
Photomicrographs of the fabricated inductor at key steps
during the process are shown in figure 3. A high-aspect-ratio
SU-8 array of micropillars for vertical windings is shown in
figure 3(a) and an image of inner vertical windings with a
view of Cu-encapsulated SU-8 vertical windings (with some
Cu removed) is shown in figure 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows an
image of completed fabrication of bottom, vertical and top
windings (several top windings as well as the SU-8 sacrificial
material have been intentionally removed to reveal the bottom
windings).

3. Results
Photomicrographs of fabricated 25 and 50 turn inductors are
shown in figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows an overview of the
50 turn inductor and figure 4(b) shows an overview of the
25 turn inductor. Figure 4(c) shows multiple inductors
fabricated on a single substrate, illustrating the batch nature of
the fabrication process.
The fabricated inductors have been electrically
characterized in terms of inductance, resistance and quality
factor as a function of frequency as shown in figure 5 using an
impedance analyzer (HP4194). Inductances of approximately
200 nH for 50-turn inductors and 76 nH for 25-turn inductors
were measured over the frequency range 0.1–100 MHz
(figure 5(a)). The ac resistance and quality factor over the
same frequency range are also shown (figures 5(b), (c)). The
25-turn inductor shows an ac resistance of approximately 0.2 !
at 0.1 MHz and a quality factor of 35 at 100 MHz. The removal
of the non-photopatternable SU-8 material from the toroidal
core had no significant effect on the inductor performance.
To validate the electrical characteristics of the toroidal
inductor, the 3-D geometries of 25- and 50-turn inductors
have been simulated using the Ansoft finite element HFSS
tool. The simulated and measured inductances agree within 8%
below 100 MHz. Simulation predicts a self-resonant frequency
of 1300 and 860 MHz for the 25- and 50-turn inductor,
respectively.
Since the fabricated inductors have been proposed for
power applications, both maximum voltage and maximum
current characteristics were investigated. Winding-to-winding
4
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Figure 3. Images of partially completed samples at various
fabrication steps (SEM image; Hitachi S-3700N, Optical image;
Keyence VHX-600 Digital Microscope): (a) SEM image of high
aspect ratio micropillar array for vertical winding, (b) optical image
of SU-8 core and plated copper (partially removed copper at upper
portion of pillar), (c) optical image of windings (some top windings
are intentionally removed).

Figure 4. Optical image of a microfabricated toroidal inductor
(Keyence VHX-600 Digital Microscope): (a) 50-turn toroidal
inductor, (b) 25-turn toroidal inductor, (c) multiple toroidal
inductors on a single substrate.

breakdown voltage was investigated by opening the current
path between two adjacent windings, thereby allowing a
winding-to-winding potential to be applied. Probes were
applied to these adjacent windings and a steadily increasing
dc voltage was applied until breakdown was observed. Typical
breakdown voltages were in excess of 800 V and the failure
mechanism was observed to be arcing between conductors in

the vicinity of the inner radius. Maximum current capability
was investigated by applying current through the windings
of the entire inductor by means of probes. An increasing dc
current was applied until the windings opened. Typical failure
current was approximately 0.5 A without cooling. This currentcarrying capability is comparable to other microfabricated
inductors previously reported [3, 5].

(c)
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Figure 5. Measurement results of 25- and 50-turn inductors: (a) inductance, (b) resistance, (c) quality factor.

4. Conclusions

conducting. A solventless, thick sacrificial layer process using
non-photopatternable SU-8 pellets has also been introduced as
a key enabling step of the fabrication.
The utility of the process has been demonstrated through
fabrication of 25- and 50-turn toroidal inductors. These
inductors demonstrated inductances of 76 and 200 nH in
0.1–100 MHz, ac resistances of 0.2 and 1 ! at 0.1 MHz,
and quality factors of 35 and 24 at 100 MHz, respectively.
HFSS simulation results of inductance for the 25- and
50-turn inductor show good agreement with measured
inductance data. We believe these metalized polymer core
toroidal inductors could be a candidate for energy storage
elements in ultracompact dc–dc converters switching at a high
frequency of 30–100 MHz.

A fabrication process for 3-D toroidal inductors with
substantial vertical winding extents has been developed. This
process has the advantage of being relatively simple with
reduced processing time over traditional plate-through-mold
approaches. In particular, a dry film process for vertical pillar
fabrication and a metal encapsulated polymer core design
eliminate 15–20 h softbaking time, and adopting simultaneous
metallization on bottom and vertical windings eliminates 8–
10 h of bottom-up electroplating. It should be noted that since
the metal encapsulation occurs on all sides of the polymer
vertical winding, there is no loss of conductor cross-sectional
area even though the core of the vertical winding is non6
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